$200 Rapid Start Bonus

$200 Rapid Start Bonus
Prize: 400% increase in deposit made via any currency;
Duration: until 31.10.2020;
Platform: MT5 (Desktop & Mobile);
Instruments: all available instruments;
Eligibility: all current and new customers;
Mechanism: Any deposit up to 50 USD (or equivalent) made in a trading account;
Specifics: as per the terms and conditions specified hereunder.
1. Promotion Details
All new and current customers are eligible to participate in this promotion. The bonus of multiplying the deposit
made by any currency applies to any customer who has opened a trading account (with a deposit amounting of
up to 50 USD or equivalent in it). The bonus consists of adding 400% of the deposit amount (i.e. if the customer
deposited 10 USD, their account will automatically be credited with another 40 USD). The customer can make as
many deposits as they please and will receive the bonus on all deposits made that accumulatively sum up to 50
USD (or equivalent). Any deposits made after 31.10.2020 and accumulatively exceeding 50 USD (or equivalent)
are not eligible to participate in the promotion. The customer can trade on all available instruments and on all
available markets at RS Markets via the MT5 platform (Desktop & Mobile).
The promotion is valid until 31.10.2020 and comes into effect as soon as the customer has passed the verification
boarding process.
The entire bonus can be withdrawn depending on the customer’s trading volume for a period of 6 months after
claiming it.
The promotion is organized by RS Markers Limited.
Employees of RS Markets and their first-degree relatives do not have the right to participate in the promotion.
The following promotion is not directed nor is intended to be distributed to residents of certain
countries/jurisdictions including, but not limited to, USA, European Economic Area, Canada, Australia, Japan.
Please, refer to our Acceptance Policy for more detail. The Company holds the right to alter the aforementioned
list of countries at its own discretion and pursuant to all applicable laws and regulations in the locations where
we operate our business.
2. Promotion Conditions
All current and new customers of RS Markets are eligible to participate in this promotion provided they meet
the following criteria:
1. Deposits are made via any currency available on our website;
2. Bonus is awarded for any deposit made by 31.10.2020 on all customer deposits not exceeding the
accumulative amount of 50 USD (or equivalent);
3. Trading is carried out via the MT5 platform (Desktop & Mobile);
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4. The maximum allowed leverage for the trading account shall be up to 1:200;
5. The customer sends a bonus application to support@rsmarkets.com within 2 days after having made a
deposit in their account;
6. The customer shares www.rsmarkets.com on social media of their choice (proving this by sending a
screenshot to support@rsmarkets.com);
7. The bonus cannot be withdrawn and can only be used for trading on margin until the conditions for
bonus withdrawal are fully met;
8. For the bonus/trading profit to be withdrawn the customer has to reach a trading volume of 5 lots
round turn per every 10 USD of deposit and credited bonus amount on major FOREX pairs (EURUSD,
GBPUSD, USDJPY, USDCHF, USDCAD, EURGBP, EURJPY, EURCAD, EURCHF, GBPJPY, GBPCAD, GBPCHF)
for the period of 6 months after the start of the promotion. All trades must be in line with RS Markets
Terms of Business requirements;
9. The customer can trade on all available instruments and on all available markets;
10. All bonus amounts and profits made will be deducted from the account balance upon withdrawal
approval unless the program conditions are fully met.
Should the customer lose their deposited amount, their participation in the promotion automatically ends and
the bonus amount is removed from the account.
Alternatively, the customer may also deposit additional amounts in their trading account where if the
accumulative amount of all deposits made by one customer exceeds 50 USD (or equivalent), bonus award is due
only up to the amount of 50 USD.
The customer can at any time end their participation in the promotion by sending an application to
support@rsmarkets.com, where subsequently RS Markets will terminate the account’s participation in the
promotion and remove the bonus amount from it.
If a customer wished to end their participation before the expiration of the duration of the promotion, RS
Markets will terminate the account’s participation without paying out any bonus amounts, regardless of the
customer’s trading volume from the start of the promotion.
Should the customer request a withdrawal from their account before the expiration of the duration of the
promotion, the remaining amount in their account should be greater or equal to the amount of the bonus
provided by RS Markets.
3. Final Provisions
By submitting a request to participate in the promotion, the customer agrees to abide to the present Terms and
Conditions.
Any dispute between RS Markets and the customer regarding the application, execution, and interpretation of
the present Terms and Conditions will be resolved by RS Markets. By participating in the promotion, the customer
accepts that all decisions taken by RS Markets regarding the application, execution, and interpretation of the
present Terms and Conditions will be final and mandatory for them.
RS Markets reserves the right to change the present Terms and Conditions or to terminate the promotion at any
time and without prior notice. The amended Terms and Conditions shall be published on the website of RS
Markets. We encourage you to periodically review our website to see any changes or amendment as they apply.
All RS Markets terms of business apply to the promotion. Please, review all legal documentation here.
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--FX & CFDs are complex financial instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage.
You should consider whether you understand how CFDs work and whether you can afford to take the high risk
of losing your money. Never deposit more than you are prepared to lose. Please read the whole Risk Awareness
Policy and seek independent professional advice prior trading, if necessary.
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